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Abstract
Lightning has fascinated humanity since the beginning of our existence. Different types of lightning like sprites
and blue jets were discovered, and many more are theorized. However, it is very likely that these phenomena
are not exclusive to our home planet. Venus’s dense and active atmosphere is a place where lightning is to
be expected. Missions like Venera, Pioneer, and Galileo have carried instruments to measure electromagnetic
activity. These measurements have indeed delivered results. However, these results are not clear. They could
be explained by other effects like cosmic rays, plasma noise, or spacecraft noise. Furthermore, these lightning
seem different from those we know from our home planet. In order to tackle these issues, a different approach to
measurement is proposed. When multiple devices in different spacecraft or locations can measure the same
atmospheric discharge, most other explanations become increasingly less likely. Thus, the suggested instrument
and method of VELEX incorporates multiple spacecraft. With this approach, the question about the existence of
lightning on Venus could be settled.
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Introduction
Lightning on Earth are a somewhat mysterious occurrence.
While some types can be explained already, others are not
fully understood yet. High altitude lightning such as sprites
are even discovered as late as in the 90s [1, 2]. This is why we
observe these phenomena closely. On Earth, there are several
lightning detection and observation systems [3, 4, 5]. Even
Cubesats, such as SONATE or SONATE-2 [6, 7] can detect
lightning from space using very small components. Lightning
are not limited to our planet. Venus is also supposed to have
lightning. Past measurements over a multitude of missions
were summarized by Lorenz in 2018 [8]. He concluded that
there is still much ambiguity in lightning detections on our
sister planet.

During the presentation of a seminar work on missions to
Venus, mentioning that lightning on Venus are still somehow
not fully explained, H. Kayal proposed to study a dedicated
mission for exploration of lightning on Venus using autoro-
tating vehicle [H. Kayal, personal communication, June 29th,

2022]. A subsequent analysis showed that several questions
regarding lightning on Venus are still unanswered [8].

In the following sections, the challenges of Lightning
detections on Venus will be explained in short. The VELEX
mission setup and measurement philosophy will be explained.
Followed by a conclusion and future work.

1. Challenges
As explained by Lorenz [8], these lightning are somewhat of
a mystery on Venus. He identified several issues that can lead
to erroneous measurements that, up until now, could not have
been ruled out by any mission. In the following paragraphs,
the most pressing issues are discussed. This includes a short
explanation of how VELEX plans to solve these issues by
design. The following issues are taken from Lorenz’s work,
which is very well compiled in their Table 2 [8][p.8].

Debris from Spacecraft Debris from spacecraft was one
possible explanation for detecting Venera 9 and 10 orbiters.
The reflection of heat shields, jettisoned stages, or other
smaller parts can indeed appear as a flash of lightning in
a visible Spectrometer. Multiple spacecraft will be used, this
will reduce the likely hood of debris causing a detection. Thus,
one has to be aware that the other spacecraft might also cause
detections. VELEX will subsequently not use a visible Spec-
trometer to avoid this problem in the first place.

Spacecraft Noise The noise of the spacecraft can be an
issue for any measurement. Especially when magnetic and
electronic fields are involved, just like with lightning. VELEX
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will use multiple spacecraft. This will reduce the likely hood
of extraordinary spacecraft interactions causing false detec-
tions. However, the problem could be in the design. Thus, two
different types of spacecraft will be used for measurements.
This will reduce the likely hood of spacecraft noise being a
problem significantly.

Cosmic Rays These radiation effects are a typical issue with
spacecraft. Especially cameras suffer from issues with Cosmic
rays. VELEX will not utilize Cameras. The flight through the
cloud layer of Venus is not expected to be of significant visual
interest. H-Field and E-Field measurements are expected to
be more reliable. On earth, these technologies are well known
to detect lightning over hundreds of kilometers.

2. Measurements
Due to the previously explained Challenges, only two mea-
surement options can be utilized. Either H-Field or E-Field
measurements. These types of measurements have been used
already on Venus, by Venus Express [9], Galileo [10], Pioneer
[11] and Venera 11 through 13 [12, 13, 14]. Furthermore, the
method is so simple that it is utilized widely by amateurs. The
lightningmaps.org project [15], is a good example. They have
already developed three versions of their detection system.

3. Experiment Setups
We would argue that such a device, depending on the method,
can be built to be relatively small and thus fit on smaller probes
that can be dropped from Ballons. This is a common idea
for instant brought forward in the Venus Life Finder Proposal
[16] and European Venus Explorer Proposals [17, 18].

This can be combined with an autorotation probe that can
glide through the atmosphere. Autorotation vehicles allow
for better control than parachutes. Furthermore, they can be
built small enough for smaller probes to operate on, as typical
propulsion systems would be too big for such vehicles. Ex-
amples of this have been developed locally at JMU Würzburg
with WüSpace as Projects Daedalus 1 [19, 20] and Daedalus
2 [21, 22, 23]. Young et al. [24] also suggested the utilization
of such vehicles for Venus. These Autorotation vehicles are
called AuroVs.

The AuroVs is planned to be dropped from a balloon. This
balloon will also carry a lightning detector to compliment
the measurements of the AuroVs. By doing that, spacecraft
effects that could obscure measurements are significantly re-
duced. There are multiple spacecraft in use, but they are also
differently built.

AuroVs and the balloon are expected to measure data and
send it back to earth (either directly or via a relay). The data
can then be analyzed and fused to see whether they align and
can pinpoint the existence of lightning and their character-
istics. Of these AuroVs, multiple will be utilized to create
redundancy during measurements. Figure 1 shows an exam-
plary measurement scenario.

Venus Balloon Platform

AuroV 1

AuroV 2

AuroV 3

Lightning

Figure 1. VELEX execution in the clouds of Venus. Black
lines are communication lines, blue lines depict lightning
detection.

A similar setup can be envisioned with CubeSats, as de-
scribed by Majid et al. [25]. Magnetic and E-Field mea-
surements have been conducted from orbit in the past [11, 9].
Furthermore, CubeSats can also carry extra optical instrumen-
tation to observe lightning, like the SONATE missions do
[6, 7]. The Experiment Setup would be similar to balloon de-
ployed sondes. However, the sondes would enter directly, and
one or more CubeSats would replace the balloon as the extra
spacecraft. This would allow for a mission that is not reliant
on an arguably complex balloon. It could be carried as a sec-
ondary Payload to missions like Envision [26], DaVinci [27]
or Veritas [28]. An exemplary scenario of this configuration
is depicted in Figure 2.

4. Future Work & Conclusion
The first step would be implementing VELEX and incorpo-
rating it into a mission. A future perspective can also be the
localization of lightning. This can be done if all vehicles
have interlink communication and carry sufficiently accurate
clocks. This position would be relative to one of the vehicles
(the balloon makes the most sense) as no absolute position
would be available.

It is interesting to once and for all prove the existence
of lightning on Venus. The proposed setup can solve many

https://www.lightningmaps.org/?lang=en#m=oss;t=3;s=0;o=0;b=;ts=0;
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AuroV 1

AuroV 2

AuroV 3

Lightning

Cube 1

Cube 2

Cube 3

Figure 2. VELEX execution with Cubesats. Blue lines are
detection Lines. Communication is envisioned to be direct
with a mothership.

problems outlined by Lorenz [8]. Measurements of H- and E-
Fields can be built simple and small. This is advantageous for
use in smaller drop sondes like AuroVs. It is clear that light-
ning on Venus needs to be investigated further, and VELEX
can be the ideal experiment to do so.
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